Key Takeaways

by André Dragosch, PhD, Head of Research

◆ Last week, crypto assets outperformed traditional assets by more than 10%-points
◆ Our in-house Crypto Sentiment Index has increased significantly and is now firmly in bullish territory
◆ This improvement is also visible in the increased activity by small investors over the last weeks based on BTC transfer volumes which reached year-to-date highs

Chart of the Week

Bitcoin: Price vs Small Entities Activity

BTC Price (USD) vs BTC Small Entities Activity

Source: Glassnode, Deutsche Digital Assets
Performance

Last week, crypto assets outperformed traditional assets by more than 10%-points. While traditional assets like equities were held back by rising yields and uncertainty in the US Treasury market, crypto assets were propelled higher by renewed hopes for an approval of a US spot Bitcoin ETF.

There was even the news that a spot Bitcoin ETF had already been approved by the SEC which shortly catapulted Bitcoin around +2k USD higher in a matter of minutes on the back of significant short liquidations. Although this news turned out to be fake, it has been an important contributor to an overall improvement in market sentiment. This improvement is also visible in the increased activity by small investors over the last weeks based on BTC transfer volumes which reached year-to-date highs (Chart-of-the-Week). Small investor participation is usually a precondition for a sustained bull market in crypto assets.

In any case, an approval of a spot Bitcoin ETF in the US has become even more likely as evidenced by the continued narrowing of the NAV discount of the world’s biggest Bitcoin fund (Grayscale Bitcoin Trust).

Among the top 10 crypto assets, Chainlink, Solana, and Toncoin were the relative outperformers.

However, overall altcoin outperformance vis-à-vis Bitcoin has continued to be very weak pointing to a low level of risk appetite. Only 15% of our tracked altcoins managed to outperform Bitcoin on a weekly basis.
**Sentiment**

Our in-house Crypto Sentiment Index has increased significantly and is now firmly in bullish territory. At the moment, only 9 out of 15 indicators are above their short-term trend.

Compared to last week, we saw major reversals to the upside in the BTC 25-delta option skew and BTC STH-SOPR.

The Crypto Fear & Greed Index also remains in "Neutral" territory as of this morning.

Performance dispersion among cryptoassets continues to be relatively high.

In general, high performance dispersion among cryptoassets implies that correlations among cryptoassets have decreased which means that cryptoassets are trading more on coin-specific factors.

At the same time, as mentioned above, altcoin outperformance has continued to be low with only 15% of altcoins outperforming Bitcoin on a weekly basis.

In general, low altcoin outperformance is a sign of low risk appetite within crypto asset markets.

**Flows**

Last week saw significant net fund inflows into global crypto ETPs but with large divergences among crypto assets.

In aggregate, we saw net fund inflows in the amount of +80.9 mn USD (week ending Friday).

Most of these inflows focused on Bitcoin funds (+78.3 mn USD) and Altcoin ex ETH funds (+16.2 mn USD) while other types of crypto assets experienced net fund outflows.

For instance, Ethereum funds experienced net fund outflows in the amount of -7.3 mn USD last week.

Thematic & basket crypto funds also experienced net fund outflows (-6.4 mn USD) last week.

The NAV discount of the biggest Bitcoin fund in the world - Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) – narrowed significantly last week and is now around -11%. In other words, investors are assigning a higher probability of around 89% that the Trust will be converted into a Spot Bitcoin ETF.

Furthermore, the beta of global crypto hedge funds to Bitcoin over the last 20 trading has further decreased, implying that global crypto hedge funds have reduced their market exposure to crypto assets.
On-Chain

Overall, on-chain activity is still relatively muted but green shoots are emerging.

For instance, active addresses and new addresses on the Bitcoin blockchain continue to be near year-to-date lows. Besides, the number of addresses with non-zero balances continued to move sideways last week. Meanwhile, Bitcoin’s hash is still hovering near all-time highs.

Nonetheless, we saw an increasing activity both in small and large BTC wallet entities that implies that especially smaller investors are increasingly flocking into the market. This can be seen in the significant increase in the median value of transfer volumes on the Bitcoin blockchain which is indicative of small investor participation. Note that (new) small investor participation is a necessary condition for a sustained bull market in crypto assets.

Prior to the recent squeeze above 30k USD, we also saw significant exchange outflows especially from larger investors with wallet sizes in excess of $10M. In fact, BTC exchange balances have decreased again and reached new multi-year lows. Slightly less than 11% of the current BTC supply remains on exchanges on aggregate.

Accumulation activity has also picked up significantly across various wallet cohorts which is also a positive sign.

Derivatives

On the one hand, open interest in the BTC futures increased only slightly while perpetual open interest mostly went sideways in BTC-terms last week.

On the other hand, BTC options open interest increased significantly throughout the week. In fact, most of this increase was related to a relatively strong surge in call options, so option traders have increased their upside exposure significantly. In that context, BTC put-call open interest ratios are still at their lowest levels year-to-date. So, there is relatively low demand for downside protection at the moment.

In the same context, the BTC 1-month and 3-months 25-delta option skew has also decreased considerably and have reached the lowest levels year-to-date. This means that delta-equivalent call options are more expensive than comparable put options.
BTC Implied volatilities have also increased significantly last week to the highest levels since August this year.

All in all, the BTC options market already displays some level of exuberance in sentiment which points to some downside risks in the short term.

**Bottom Line**

Last week, crypto assets outperformed traditional assets by a very wide margin. Our in-house Crypto Sentiment Index has increased significantly and is now firmly in bullish territory. This improvement is also visible in the increased activity by small investors over the last weeks based on BTC transfer volumes which reached year-to-date highs.
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Crypto Sentiment Index
Subcomponents, 90-day rolling z-Scores

- Crypto Fear & Greed
- Altseason Index
- Crypto Dispersion
- Cross Asset Risk Sentiment
- Crypto ETP Fund Flows
- Crypto Hedge Fund Beta
- BTC 1M Implied Volatility
- BTC 1M 25d Skew
- BTC P/C Volume Ratio
- Bitcoin 3M Futures Basis
- Bitcoin Perpetual Funding Rate
- Bitcoin Futures/Perpetual Position
- Bitcoin Iso-Vol Performance
- Bitcoin STH-SOPR
- Bitcoin STH-NUPL

Source: Bloomberg, Coinmarketcap, Glassnode, Deutsche Digital Assets
Crypto Sentiment Index

Subcomponents

- BTC 1M 25D Skew*
- BTC STH-SOPR
- BTC Iso-Vol Performance
- BTC STH-NJPL
- Crypto Fear & Greed
- BTC Funding Rate
- Crypto Dispersion
- Crypto ETP Fund Flows
- BTC Put-Call Volume*
- BTC 3m Basis
- Crypto Hedge Fund Beta
- Altseason Index
- BTC Futures/Perpetual Pos.*
- Cross Asset Risk Sentiment
- BTC 1M Implied VOl*

z-Score

Source: Bloomberg, Coinmarketcap, Glassnode, Deutsche Digital Assets; *multiplied by (-1)
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Bitcoin On-Chain Indicators
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BTC Net Exchange Volume by Size
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Bitcoin Derivatives Indicators

BTC 1M Implied Volatility

BTC 1M 25d Skew

BTC Funding Rate

BTC 3M Basis Rate

BTC Futures & Perpetual Posit

BTC Put/Call Ratio

Source: Glassnode; *Cumulative daily absolute change in OI multiplied by sign of BTC price change
Disclaimer

In no event will you hold Deutsche Digital Assets GMBH, its subsidiaries or any affiliated party liable for any direct or indirect investment losses caused by any information in this report. This report is not investment advice or a recommendation or solicitation to buy any securities. Deutsche Digital Assets GMBH is not registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. You agree to do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities or investment opportunities discussed herein.

Our articles and reports include forward-looking statements, estimates, projections, and opinions which may prove to be substantially inaccurate and are inherently subject to significant risks and uncertainties beyond Deutsche Digital Assets GMBH’s control. Our articles and reports express our opinions, which we have based upon generally available information, field research, inferences and deductions through our due diligence and analytical process. Deutsche Digital Assets GMBH believes all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind.

About Deutsche Digital Assets

Deutsche Digital Assets is the trusted one-stop-shop for investors seeking exposure to crypto assets. We offer a menu of crypto investment products and solutions, ranging from passive to actively managed exposure, as well as financial product white-labeling services for asset managers.

We deliver excellence through familiar, trusted investment vehicles, providing investors the quality assurances they deserve from a world-class asset manager as we champion our mission of driving crypto asset adoption. DDA removes the technical risks of crypto investing by offering investors trusted and familiar means to invest in crypto at industry-leading low costs.
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